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Why is MiFID II so 
important?
MiFID II will drive fundamental changes in 
the European securities markets, in parallel 
with developments underway in the United 
States and globally. MiFID II builds on the 
initial MiFID Directive to promote further 
competition in the European securities 
market, modernise market structures, 
increase market transparency, reduce 
data fragmentation, enhance investor 
protection and harmonise the regulatory 
regimes within different EEA jurisdictions. 
It will also extend the MiFID regime from 
primarily focusing on equities, to increased 
requirements for other product classes, 
including OTC derivatives and fixed 
income products, and will cover a broader 
range of trading venues.

It will be supplemented and reinforced by 
other regulatory changes, such as the new 
regulations on OTC, central counterparties, 
and trade repositories (EMIR), on short-
selling and credit default swaps (short-
selling & CDS) and on central securities 
depositories (CSD), together with 
upcoming reviews of the Market Abuse 
Directive (MAD) and the Securities Law 
Directive (SLD). 

The outcome of the review of the 
Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive (MiFID II) will be 
burdensome for those operating in 
the European securities markets, 
but could also deliver unexpected 
opportunities. This will impact all 
areas of your business, and will be a 
major change programme instead of 
just a compliance exercise.  Trading 
models will need to be redesigned 
and impacts on your business 
strategy assessed. Preparing early 
should overcome major threats, 
optimise strategic benefits and 
minimise the cost of compliance.

Who will be impacted?
Everyone operating in the securities 
markets – whatever their role will be 
affected.  The impact in terms of time, 
effort and associated costs will vary, but 
no-one is immune.  This will impact on:

Broker dealers (sales and trading)• 
Investment banks and corporate finance • 
houses
Market infrastructure providers (e.g. • 
trading platforms, data aggregators/
disseminators)
Buy-side firms (traditional asset • 
managers and hedge funds)
Wealth management firms• 
Custodians• 
Energy and other commodities players• 

How will MiFID II impact 
your business?
MiFID II will have a significant impact 
across the whole securities value chain, 
from front-office sales and trading, 
through to back-office reporting and 
all points in between.  Further, the way 
you interact with your clients and other 
market participants is also likely to change 
radically.  The European Commission’s 
(EC) consultation paper, issued on  
8 December last year, provided key insights 
into the extent of the changes  
(see figure 1).

Are you getting ready yet?

Figure 1: Extensive impact on your business
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compliance exercise 
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PwC can help
We can mobilise the broad range of 
expertise that you are going to need to 
tackle MiFID II, and can support you 
along its full spectrum, across countries 
in Europe and more widely.  We know 
MiFID, having helped a range of financial 
firms implement the original regime, 
and are experienced in conducting 
major, geographically diverse, change 
programmes. We can also provide you with 
access to tried and tested methodologies 
and tools that will help you:

Understand the proposals• 
Identify interdependencies with other • 
key regulations
Assess the impact of the rules on your • 
strategic priorities and your operations
Capture the strategic opportunities and • 
minimise any resultant threats 
Implement enhanced and compliant • 
processes and procedures
Enhance your business processes, • 
technological systems and infrastructure
Deliver sustainable change• 

What should you be doing 
today?
Although we have to wait for the specifics, 
the general orientations of the reform 
are clear and you can start to get to grips 
with it now.  Over the coming months, you 
should consider MiFID II in light of the 
following:

Strategy:•   identify any business threats 
and strategic opportunities
Revenue impacts:•  determination of  
revenue/business structure impacts 
Governance: • establish an internal 
framework to co-ordinate initial activity 
and get the right people involved
High level planning:•  gauge key timings 
and “must do now” activities plus early 
indicative IT budgeting
Regulatory priority:•  look for inter-
dependencies with other regulatory 
changes to prioritise key work-streams 
and identify implementation efficiencies
Public policy:•  link business impact 
analyses into public/lobbying policy
Education:•  deliver knowledge of the 
changing landscape early

What are the MiFID II timelines?
The timetable is not yet clear but G20 commitments are pushing for rapid changes.  The EC is expected to issue its formal legislative 
proposals in October 2011 and the new regime could come into play as early as 2013.  

Figure 2: Timeline and high level roadmap

For more 
information on 
the MiFID Review 
please visit:

www.pwc.com/
mifid

Source: PwC
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MiFID contacts

Germany 

Martina Rangol
Senior Manager

+49 69958 52280
martina.rangol@de.pwc.com

Ireland 

Garvan O’Neill
Partner

+35 31792 6218
garvan.o’neill@ie.pwc.com

Italy 

Fabiano Quadrelli
Partner

+39 02667 20538
fabiano.quadrelli@it.pwc.com

Lía Turri
Partner

+39 02778 5356   
lia.turri@it.pwc.com

Luxembourg

Emmanuelle Henniaux
Partner

+35 249484 82111
emmanuelle.henniaux@lu.pwc.com 

Netherlands 

Martin Eleveld
Partner

+31 88792 4997
martin.eleveld@nl.pwc.com

Norway

Clint Sookermany
Director

+47 9526 1278  
clint.sookermany@no.pwc.com  

Portugal 

Cláudia Parente Goncalves
Senior Manager

+35 12135 99208
claudia.parente.goncalves@pt.pwc.com

Pan-European

Ullrich Hartmann  
Partner

+49 17526 50257
ullrich.hartmann@de.pwc.com

Wendy Reed
Director

+32 2710 7245
wendy.reed@pwc.be

Folker Trepte
Partner

+49 89579 05530
floker.trepte@de.pwc.com

Austria 

Elisabeth Rein
Senior Manager

+43 15018 81745
elisabeth.rein@at.pwc.com

Belgium 

Jean-François Bourmanne
Director

+32 2710 9426
jean-francois.bourmanne@pwc.be

Cyprus 

George Lambrou
Partner

+35 72255 5728
george.lambrou@cy.pwc.com

Czech Republic 

Jiri Klumpar
Director

+42 02511 52077
jiri.klumpar@cz.pwc.com

France 

Ludivine Gimet
Senior Manager

+33 15657 7565
ludivine.gimet@fr.pwc.com

Marc Ripault
Director

+ 33 15657 1286
marc.ripault@fr.pwc.com 

Spain 

Antonio Carrascosa Morales
Director

+34 91568 4634
antonio.carrascosa.morales@es.pwc.com

Enrique Fernandez Albarracin
Director

+34 91568 4504
enrique.fernandez.albarracin@es.pwc.com

Sweden 

Sussanne Sundvall
Partner

+46 08555 33273 
sussanne.sundvall@se.pwc.com

Switzerland

Patrick Meyer
Director

+41 58792 2554
patrick.k.meyer@ch.pwc.com

UK

Howard Scott
Partner

+44 20780 49851
howard.d.scott@uk.pwc.com

Laura Cox
Partner

+44 20721 21579
laura.cox@pwclegal.co.uk

Munib Ali
Director

+44 20780 49470
munib.ali@uk.pwc.com

US

Graham O’Connell
Partner

+1 64647 12547
graham.oconnell@us.pwc.com


